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Commentators: Michael Cole, Wade Barrett

We’re done with Night Of Champions and while there wasn’t a
big Smackdown title change, the major story came at the end,
as Jimmy Uso superkicked Roman Reigns to seemingly remove
himself from the Bloodline. Tonight just so happens to be the
1000 day celebration for Reigns’ Universal Title reign so we
should be in for some fireworks. Let’s get to it.

Here is Night Of Champions if you need a recap.

Barrett and Cole welcome us to the show and throw us to a
rather  cool  video  on  Roman  Reigns,  looking  at  his  entire
reign. The video includes a timeline as he rises up the ranks
and passes various people and looks at some milestones. If
there is one thing WWE knows how to do, it is look back at its
own history.

Austin Theory is in the ring…and we look at Reigns retaining
at Wrestlemania XXXVII, which was already looked at in the
video.

Theory says this is the celebration of Reigns reaching 1000
days as Universal Champion. What is even more impressive than
that though is if you combined his title reign with Reigns’ it
would be 1,209 days. He’ll probably have his own 4000 day
reign  or  so,  especially  if  he  is  given  challengers  like
Sheamus. For now though, he’ll introduce his partners for
tonight, so here is Pretty Deadly to be rather happy about
Theory.
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Brawling Brutes vs. Pretty Deadly/Austin Theory

Holland jumps Prince to start and it’s quickly off to Wilson.
Butch comes in as well but gets taken down into a chinlock.
That doesn’t work for Butch who stomps on the fingers. The big
kick  misses  though  and  it’s  Theory  coming  in  and  wanting
Sheamus (the fans agree). We take a break and come back with
Butch in trouble and Theory getting to pose.

Butch DDTs his way out of trouble and it’s Sheamus coming in
to clean house. A triple White Noise sets up the Brogue to
Theory but Prince pulls him outside. Back to back drives drop
the  villains  and  we  take  another  break.  Back  again  with
Sheamus hitting a top rope knee to the chest for two on Prince
and everything breaks down.

We  get  a  parade  of  strikes  to  the  face  until  Butch  is
backdropped to the floor. Sheamus knees Theory in the face for
two and Holland powers Pretty Deadly over. The triple forearms
to the chest have the Brutes in even more control but Wilson
and Prince switch places, setting up Spilled Milk to Holland.
Theory gets the pin at 17:35.

Rating: B-. This got a good bit of time (maybe too much) and
seems to wrap up Theory vs. Sheamus. Theory has already beaten
Sheamus in a singles match and now he has beaten his team in a
six man. Exactly what else is there for them to do at the
moment? Pretty Deadly continues to be their goofy selves, but
the Brutes could use a win sooner than later as the bad run
continues.

We look back at Jimmy Uso turning on Roman Reigns and leaving
the Bloodline at Night Of Champions.

Paul Heyman tells Solo Sikoa that he’s going to make sure the
Usos aren’t here tonight.

We look at Seth Rollins beating AJ Styles to win the World
Heavyweight Title at Night Of Champions.



AJ Styles (the birthday boy) is here and wants the OC to take
out Hit Row.

Roman Reigns beat Brock Lesnar to retain at Summerslam 2022.

Hit Row vs. OC

All of their associates are here and apparently this is over a
Hit Row rap about the OC. Hit Row jumps them to start and it’s
Adonis taking over on Anderson with a chinlock. AJ/Michin
argue with B Fab on the floor, followed by Anderson hitting a
spinebuster  to  get  a  breather.  Gallows  comes  in  to  clean
house, including a suplex to Adonis. The Magic Killer gives
Anderson the pin at 2:58.

Post match Top Dolla goes after the OC, earning himself a
Phenomenal Forearm.

Paul Heyman comes in to see Adam Pearce, who says the Usos’
travel has been canceled and there is double security. Heyman
calls Reigns, whose locker room he was in about five minutes
ago.

Breaking News: Seth Rollins defends against Damian Priest on
Raw.

It’s time for the Grayson Waller Effect, with new Raw Women’s
Champion  Asuka  as  the  special  guest.  We  look  at  Asuka
defeating Bianca Belair to win the title at Night Of Champion,
allowing Asuka to do her celebratory dance. Waller says he
couldn’t have said it better himself and points to the Money
in the Bank briefcases. Asuka has to know that Belair is
coming for her, but here is Iyo Sky to yell at Asuka.

Cue Bayley (Cole: “There go the ratings.”) to says she’s won
before so she’ll win again. Then it’s Shotzi, Lacey Evans
(looking  like  Sgt.  Slaughter  mixed  with  Rhea  Ripley)  and
Zelina Vega interrupting and promising to win. The arguing is
on, with Waller declaring it the best day of his life, but



Asuka slips away. Cue Belair for the brawl to end this really,
really bad segment. It was a bunch of people coming out to say
“I’ll win!/No I’ll win!/NO I’LL WIN!” until they ran out of
women.

We look at Baron Corbin going after the NXT Champion Carmelo
Hayes on NXT.

Cameron Grimes will be waiting whenever Corbin gets back.

Money In The Bank Qualifying Match: Zelina Vega vs. Lacey
Evans

Evans punched her during the break so Vega is rocked. An early
slingshot Bronco Buster hits Vega and the chinlock is on.
Evans even swings her around to make it worse before going
with the normal thing. Vega fights up and sends her into the
corner, setting up Code Red to finish Evans at 2:48. This was
nothing.

Roman Reigns beat Sami Zayn this year at Elimination Chamber.

Legado del Fantasma praises Zelina Vega for winning her match.
Escobar will do it next time and Rey Mysterio pops up to say
they’ll win the briefcases.

Money In The Bank Qualifying Match: LA Knight vs. Montez Ford

They  trade  arm  control  to  start  and  Knight  doesn’t  seem
pleased. A shove off goes to Ford so Knight sends him to the
apron for a hard forearm to the floor. Back from a break with
Ford hitting a belly to back suplex but Knight knocks him down
again. A springboard moonsault of all things misses for Knight
and they clothesline each other down. Ford shoves him off the
top but misses the Cash Out. Instead they trade rollups, with
Knight grabbing the ropes for the pin at 9:10.

Rating: C. Knight continues his singles winning streak and
that should be a good sign for his future. At the end of the
day, a win over Ford and a spot in the ladder match only gets



you so far, but Knight has at least shaken off a lot of his
loser persona. That is a big first step and if he does win the
briefcase, it won’t feel like it comes so out of nowhere.

Video on Alba Fyre and Isla Dawn, who speak a bunch of Latin
and promise doom. They’re leaning way into the magic stuff
here.

Roman Reigns retained at Wrestlemania XXXIX as well.

Here  is  HHH  to  introduce  Roman  Reigns  for  his  1000  day
celebration. After comparing him to Michael Jordan, HHH brings
out Reigns, with Paul Heyman and Solo Sikoa. With Reigns in
the ring, HHH unveils a new title belt, which is again the big
WWE logo but with a gold background and mainly black around
the strap. Reigns is about to tell Pennsylvania to acknowledge
him but switches it to the entire WWE Universe. Cue the Usos
to interrupt though, making that Adam Pearce segment from
earlier rather worthless.

We take a break and come back with Jimmy Uso and Reigns
staring each other down. Reigns to Jey Uso: “Kick him in the
face.” Reigns tells him to do it right now like Jimmy did to
him at Night Of Champions. He tells Jey to fix this, but Jimmy
says  Reigns  is  what  needs  fixing.  Jimmy  did  what  he  did
because he was being a brother. Jimmy talks to Sikoa and says
Reigns will turn on him, drawing an USO chant.

Reigns says that’s because of him so let’s ask what Sikoa
thinks.  Sikoa  acknowledges  Reigns….but  the  Usos  are  his
brothers. Sikoa goes to stand next to the Usos (the place goes
NUTS for that) and Reigns/Heyman look scared. Jimmy says the
Island of Relevancy is going to be lonely so Reigns goes for
him, earning a shove in the face. Jey isn’t happy with what
and we have to shut down the audio for the HOLY S*** chant.

Jey says he needs both of them and they can’t fight like this.
Jimmy: “He’s right.” They’re all brothers and let’s do this
together  with  respect  like  they’ve  been  doing.  Reigns  is



thinking about it as Jimmy asks if they’re still the ones.
Jimmy and Reigns have the big emotional hug and Jey looks
incredibly relieved. As the hug continues, Reigns says no, and
Solo Spikes Jimmy. Jey checks on Jimmy and Sikoa leaves with
Reigns/Heyman. As they leave, Heyman asks Reigns about Jey.
Reigns: “Jey’s gonna do what he always does: fall in line.
He’ll fall in line.”

This was another emotional roller coaster and it absolutely
worked, as this always tends to do. At the end of the day,
this has turned into a battle for Jey Uso and that could make
for some very interesting different paths as we go forward.
You can probably pencil in the tag match for Money In The
Bank, but after that, it seems like it’s a wide open slate of
options.

Overall Rating: C+. This was one of those shows that was
divided  in  two.  You  had  everything  else,  and  then  the
Bloodline segment. At the end of the day, the Bloodline is the
biggest story in WWE at the moment and this was the next step
in that story. Things are entering into a meltdown stage and
that should be very interesting. Other than that, you have
some Money in the Bank qualifying matches and that six man.
This wasn’t a very good show, but egads the final segment had
the audience eating out of its hand for good reason.

Results
Pretty Deadly/Austin Theory b. Brawling Brutes – Spilled Milk
to Holland
OC b. Hit Row – Magic Killer to Adonis
Zelina Vega b. Lacey Evans – Code Red
LA Knight b. Montez Ford – Rollup while grabbing the rope

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books



at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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